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ABSTRACT
Efficient and Adaptive Decentralized Sparse Gaussian Process
Regression for Environmental Sampling Using
Autonomous Vehicles
Tanner A. Norton
Department of Computer Science, BYU
Master of Science
In this thesis, I present a decentralized sparse Gaussian process regression (DSGPR)
model with event-triggered, adaptive inducing points. This DSGPR model brings the
advantages of sparse Gaussian process regression to a decentralized implementation. Being
decentralized and sparse provides advantages that are ideal for multi-agent systems (MASs)
performing environmental modeling. In this case, MASs need to model large amounts of
information while having potential intermittent communication connections. Additionally,
the model needs to correctly perform uncertainty propagation between autonomous agents
and ensure high accuracy on the prediction.
For the model to meet these requirements, a bounded and efficient real-time sparse
Gaussian process regression (SGPR) model is needed. I improve real-time SGPR models
in these regards by introducing an adaptation of the mean shift and fixed-width clustering
algorithms called radial clustering. Radial clustering enables real-time SGPR models to
have an adaptive number of inducing points through an efficient in ducing po int selection
process. I show how this clustering approach scales better than other seminal Gaussian
process regression (GPR) and SGPR models for real-time purposes while attaining similar
prediction accuracy and uncertainty reduction performance.
Furthermore, this thesis addresses common issues inherent in decentralized frameworks
such as high computation costs, inter-agent message bandwidth restrictions, and data fusion
integrity. These challenges are addressed in part through performing maximum consensus
between local agent models which enables the MAS to gain the advantages of decentralization while keeping data fusion integrity. The inter-agent communication restrictions are
addressed through the contribution of two message passing heuristics called the covariance
reduction heuristic and the Bhattacharyya distance heuristic. These heuristics enable user to
reduce message passing frequency and message size through the Bhattacharyya distance and
properties of spatial kernels.
The entire DSGPR framework is evaluated on multiple simulated random vector
fields. T he r esults s how t hat t his f ramework e ffectively es timates ve ctor fie lds usi ng multiple
autonomous agents. This vector field i s a ssumed t o b e a w ind fi eld; however, th is framework
may be applied to the estimation of other scalar or vector fields ( e.g., fl uids, ma gnetic fields,
electricity, etc.).

Keywords: Sparse Gaussian process regression, clustering, event-triggered, decentralized,
sensor fusion, uncertainty propagation, inducing points
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Chapter 1
Introduction
Multi-agent systems (MASs) are extremely valuable due to the large number of benefits
they offer compared to a single agent system. MASs can increase areas of operation, provide
time-sensitive information, and produce high-fidelity information. A group of coordinating
agents can quickly explore large environments and use their measurements to rapidly create
a model of important parameters within the operating region. However, coordinating and
controlling a large number of agents in a MAS comes with complex challenges such as high
computation costs, inter-agent message bandwidth restrictions, and data fusion integrity. I
address these issues for coordinated autonomous agents with a novel decentralized sparse
Gaussian process regression (DSGPR) framework with event-triggered, adaptive inducing
points.
A MAS equipped with this DSGPR framework has a wide range of real-world applications for estimating various scalar or vector fields. Some exciting applications include
measuring and tracking smoke plumes, radiation, and oceanic scalar fields (such as salinity and
water temperature), or estimating wind fields to help with optimal vehicle control [8, 20, 27].
DSGPR provides a framework for cooperating agents to fuse information gained from environmental measurements. In this thesis, we assume that the environmental parameters being
measured are a three-dimensional wind field, but this approach can be generalized to any
scalar or vector field.
Figure 1.1 illustrates a simulation of two agents (red circles) modeling a two dimensional
wind field. The blue arrows denote the agent’s current estimation of the wind field at
predetermined test points. The gold arrows show the unknown ground truth wind field values.
As seen in the figure, the aerial agents perform an effective environmental modeling of the
wind field. Note that we depicted a two dimensional scenario due to the difficulty of clearly
illustrating three dimensional vector fields. All the algorithms and approaches presented in
this thesis are capable of operating in three dimensions.
1.1

Related Works

Environmental modeling has been studied previously by many other groups; this research varies
between centralized, distributed, and decentralized methods. Decentralized estimation allows
many agents to fuse measurements to generate individual local representations of the global
scalar or vector field. Decentralized approaches require agents to do individual computation
and also perform inter-agent communication. Decentralized methods do not require a central
server as all agents individually update their representation of the global model. This makes
decentralized algorithms robust to single agent failures [1, 4, 26]. Centralized estimation
requires agents to send their information (e.g. measurements, state values) to a central server
1

Figure 1.1: This figure depicts four agents as they cooperatively estimate an environmental
field. The red circles and lines denote the agent’s current position and heading respectively.
The blue arrows show the agent’s prediction of the wind-field. While the gold arrows are
the ground truth wind field. Pink lines show the path taken by each agent. The gray/black
color bar/heat-map shows the global variance of the wind field. Darker color denoting higher
uncertainty/variance, while lighter color denotes lower uncertainty/variance.
that computes the global model. While distributed estimation splits data sets into subsets
that are sent to multiple agents to be processed. The agents then send a estimation of their
subset of data to a central server where the summaries are combined [9, 22].
In this work, I focus on the development of a real-time decentralized multi-agent
framework using sparse Gaussian process regression . Other approaches in both decentralized
and distributed scenarios have provided the foundational knowledge that has led to the
contributions of this thesis. These contributing papers are discussed next.
A distributed regression system is proposed in [37] where agents send messages in small
neighborhood groups (agents within message passing range) to share information regarding a
desired approximation problem. The system is fully distributed and convergence is guaranteed
under the correct circumstances. They focus on their system being consistent while confident,
where some data fusion approaches become overly conservative in their estimations. Their
implementations only deal with a parametric Kalman filter, while in this thesis, I create a
decentralized semi-parametric information fusion model.
Other research has investigated decentralized GPRs. The work from [4] outlines
a decentralized Gaussian process approach for mobility-on-demand systems. To combine
information, they assume a common set of inducing points (or support set) that are shared
2

among all agents. This system tracks and predicts traffic flow based on mobile sensing units
that travel different roads given a certain boundary. Each agent in the algorithm produces
summary statistics for a common support set. Then the agents share there summary statistics
and create a global model by combing all agents local models.
Their work is extended by [26] to have separate support sets for sub-regions of the
boundary space. However, this method falls short if there is insufficient data in a sub-region.
DSGPR does not assume a common set of inducing points (support set) ensuring the agents
can explore new areas of the boundary space according to the needs/direction of a path
planning algorithm or user.
The authors from [1] present a decentralized Gaussian process fusion approach for
MAS information sharing and prediction. Instead of sharing measurements, agents share
a local GPR model with other agents. Artificial measurements are then drawn from those
local models and fed into a global model. The authors admit that this can lead to inaccurate
artificial measurements being used in the global model. Furthermore, the authors in [21]
create a decentralized GP fusion method that allows agents to fuse other agent models into
a global model. Thus allowing them to mitigate the propagation of rumors throughout
(redundant measurement information) their decentralized system. However, their approach
does not mention any sparse GPs which would decrease the scalability of their system.
A highly scalable decentralized approach called COOL is presented in [17]. Their
work focuses on scaling to thousands of agents and enabling each agent to have their own
hyper-parameters, which can be tuned online. However, their approach does not account for
a varying number of inducing points.
The research in [39] focuses on adaptive model prediction using local model formation
that adapts to new streaming data. While their local model formation is adaptive, those
local SGPR models do not contain adaptive inducing points.
Because GPRs are inherently computationally inefficient, many researchers have
developed SGPR algorithms that use pseudo measurements to reduce the computational
complexity of a GP, while retaining much of its accuracy [28, 30, 33–35].
1.2

Contribution

In this thesis, I extend the work of prior researchers in providing SGPR models with the ability
to choose a varying number of inducing points depending on the current data distribution.
Adaptive inducing points enable accurate data point summarization for scenarios where the
data set changes over time. Adaptive inducing points can also allow SGPR models to be
implemented in applications that must run in real-time. On top of the adaptive inducing
points, this thesis presents a decentralized SGPR framework for scalar or vector field modeling.
This framework also enables message sharing between multiple decentralized agents. The
presented framework and message heuristics allow small to medium sized groupings of agents
to be utilized in real-time modeling scenarios.
These contributions of this thesis to decentralized MAS estimation are as follows:
1. A clustering algorithm providing an adaptive number of inducing points and their
locations for decentralized SGPR.
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2. A guaranteed two and three dimensional upper bound for those adaptive inducing
points.
3. An effective event-triggering algorithm for updating inducing point values and locations.
4. A decentralized SGPR framework equipped with message passing heuristics that control
message size and message passing frequency.
1.3

Background

This section provides the background information on GPR and SGPR models necessary
to understand my contributions. I start by describing an exact GPR and then describe a
common SGPR model that was developed in [29, 35].
1.3.1

Exact Gaussian Process Regression

Gaussian process regression (GPR) is a powerful non-parametric data driven model. GPRs
approximate the latent ground truth function using data and distance properties inherent in
the specified kernel function. GPs are a collection of random variables which each have a
Gaussian distribution, and also which are jointly Gaussian.
Let the data be measured (training) points denoted as x = [x1 , ..., xN ] where x
represents a vector of N training point locations. Let x∗ be the test points, or the points at
which prediction will occur. The true function values for x and x∗ are denoted as f∗ and f
and their priors can be described jointly as
 
  

f∗
0
K∗∗ K∗f
∼N
,
,
(1.1)
f
0
Kf ∗ Kf f
where the subscripts on the Ks denote whether the kernel was performed on the training
or test set (the subscripts do not represent an index). It is common for a zero mean to
be assumed on the prior. Using a regression model yi = f (xi ) + v with i ∈ [1, N ] and
v ∼ N (0, σ 2 ) as measurement noise, the GPR is characterized by
f (x) ∼ GP (m(x), K(x, x′ )),

(1.2)

with m(x) and K(x, x′ ) being the mean and covariance functions, respectively.
The mean and covariance define a Gaussian distribution of all possible functions that
describe the true underlying function f∗ given the training points and hyper parameters, i.e.,
P (f∗ |f, x, θ) where θ is the hyper-parameters. This conditioning occurs because it is assumed
that there is a dependence structure between f∗ and f ; the dependence structure used in
GPs is called the kernel function. A kernel function is used to generate the covariance matrix
and account for spatial similarities of test and training points. The specific kernel function
used in this thesis is the Laplacian kernel (part of the radial basis function (RBF) family of
kernels),
Kij = k(xi , xj ) = σf2 e−λ∥xi −xj ∥ ,
(1.3)
where the hyper-parameter σf2 is the variance of the signal and λ is the length-scale.
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To predict over the x∗ values, the predictive posterior for f∗ must be found i.e.,
P (f∗ |f, x, θ). This multivariate conditioning results in a mean of
f∗ (x∗ ) = m(x∗ ) + K∗f (Kf f + σn 2 IN )−1 Kf ∗ (y − m(x)),

(1.4)

where m(x∗ ) is the prior mean function of the desired test points (zero mean), IN is the
(N × N ) identity matrix, y is the vector of observed values obtained at each position x. The
σn 2 term is the observation noise and m(x) is the mean function for the prior of f (which is also
assumed to be zero mean). The term Kf f = k(xi , xj ), ∀i, j ∈ x and K∗f = k(xi , xj ), ∀i ∈ x∗
and ∀j ∈ x. Note that Kf ∗ is the transpose of K∗f . The result f∗ (x∗ ) is a vector with size
(N∗ × 1) containing the mean scalar field approximation at each given test point x∗ .
The covariance matrix for the predictive posterior for f∗ is
cov(f∗ ) = K∗∗ − K∗f (Kf f + σn 2 IN )−1 Kf ∗ ,

(1.5)

where K∗∗ = k(xi , xj ), ∀i, j ∈ x∗ .
The two main drawbacks for using exact GPRs are the high computation and storage
costs. Exact GPR has O(N 3 ) computation complexity, and O(N 2 ) space complexity. Sparse
approaches have been developed to decrease the space and computational complexity of
GPRs.
1.3.2

Sparse Gaussian Process Regression

High computational costs of exact GPs have lead to the development of sparse GPRs (SGPR).
SGPRs rely on selecting a set of summary points that approximately describe the whole data
set. These summary data points are called inducing points. To reduce the computational
complexity of an exact GPR, M (the number of inducing points) must be much smaller
than N (the number of training points). This reduces the computational complexity from
O(N 3 ) to O(N M 2 ). The main difference between SGPR approaches is in how the inducing
points are selected [28, 30, 33–35]. The authors in [29, 30, 35] select a representative set of
inducing points; these inducing points can be described by a Gaussian process. The mean
and covariance of this inducing point Gaussian process is given by
m = σn −2 Kuu ΣKuf y

(1.6)

Λ = Kuu ΣKuu ,

(1.7)

and
where Σ = (Kuu + σn −2 Kuf Kf u )−1 .
The u subscript represents the vector of inducing points and the f subscript represents
vector of data or training points. The matrix Kuu is the output of the kernel function
Kuu = k(ui , uj ), ∀i, j ∈ u where u is the vector of inducing point locations. The matrix Kuf
is the output of the kernel function Kuf = k(ui , xj ), ∀ i ∈ u, and ∀j ∈ x where x is a vector
of measured (training) point locations. Using the distribution of the inducing points, the
mean and covariance functions of the predictive posterior are
−1
f∗ (x∗ ) = K∗u Kuu
m
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(1.8)

and
−1
−1
−1
cov(f∗ ) = K∗∗ − K∗u Kuu
Ku∗ + K∗u Kuu
ΛKuu
Ku∗ .

(1.9)

These equations result in a computational complexity of O(N M 2 ) instead of O(N 3 )
allowing SGPRs to be used on large data sets. However, most implementations of SGPR do
not allow for a varying number of inducing points as new data arrives.
1.4

Thesis Outline

The remainder of this thesis will describe my contributions in depth. Chapter 2 presents
and outlines the radial clustering algorithm that enables adaptive inducing points. In this
chapter, I provide a guaranteed upper bound on the number of inducing points that will
be required in a given cubic boundary space. Chapter 3 introduces the DSGPR model and
message passing protocols and heuristics. In Chapter 4, I present simulation results using the
DSGPR model for a MAS. I analyze and discuss the DSGPR framework and its attributes
across a variety of parameters, including the number of agents, message passing ranges, and
heuristic parameters. I also compare the DSGPR framework to other seminal GPR models
to show the advantages and drawbacks of the usage of each model.
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Chapter 2
Radial Clustering
In this chapter, I present an efficient algorithm capable of adapting the number of
inducing points in a SGPR. This algorithm is called radial clustering (RC) and uses a
principled approach to find a representative set of inducing points. I also provide a proven
upper bound on the number of inducing points that will be created for a square or cubic
boundary space. This bound is necessary to set upper limits on the memory and message
size used when operating with cooperating agents. RC uses a kernel function to decide when
to insert another inducing point. While the following explanation uses the Laplacian kernel,
the concept is applicable to other spatial RBF kernels.
Most SGPR models assume a static number of inducing points [3, 4, 17, 35]. However, [11] also provide an SGPR with an adaptive number of inducing points. Their approach
takes advantage of the already computed Kuf kernel matrix, which contains information
regarding the spatial relationship between the inducing points and the measured points, to
determine when a new inducing point should be added. If a measured point’s similarity (i.e.
the corresponding entry in the kernel matrix Kuf ) becomes less than a chosen threshold
(meaning it is far away from all other inducing points), they choose this isolated point to be
another inducing point. Their method is simple and fast. However, this approach allows an
edge case, when a chosen inducing point cannot be changed or adjusted once selected. This
becomes an issue when a large number of points are measured at the edge of an inducing
point’s threshold; the model’s ability to correctly predict at test point locations nearby this
area is hindered. The fixed inducing point no longer summarizes the data as well as a centroid
point, which could decrease the model’s accuracy. In this chapter, I show that RC is not
hindered by this same edge case scenario, due to its ability to actively re-position old inducing
points as new data becomes available.
The remainder of this chapter will proceed as follows. Section 2.1 describes the radial
clustering algorithm in detail. The upper bound for the radial clustering algorithm is derived
in Section 2.2. Finally, Section 2.3 presents an event condition that triggers radial clustering
in a real-time implementation.
2.1

Radial Clustering Formulation

The goal of the RC algorithm is to provide a SGPR model with the ability to adapt the
number of inducing points it is using in real-time. In real-time prediction, agents will receive
a stream of data over time where it is difficult to predict the exact number of inducing points
needed to best summarize the underlying data while not using an unnecessarily large number
of inducing points. Thus, agents need to adapt the number and location of the inducing points
according to the arriving data. To achieve this streaming data adaptability, RC can cluster
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the existing data using the kernel function already in use with the SGPR. The centroids of
these clusters becomes the new inducing points, and through the event triggering mentioned
in Section 2.3 these clusters can be updated according to freshly arriving data. These clusters
are determined through the same kernel used in the GPR model.
To create these clusters, I use the kernel to create groupings of similar data measurements. Using the kernel, RC groups measured points into clusters when groups of points have
a spatial similarity defined by κ. The value of κ is chosen by the user to determine at what
similarity (or distance) clustering should occur at between measurements. Let 0 < κ ≤ σf2 be
a constant output of the of the Laplacian kernel, and define r = ∥xi − xj ∥. Equation (1.3)
can be solved for r yielding r = log(κ/σf2 )/−λ. Essentially, r now represents the distance
between two points where their similarity has a value κ. With this rearrangement, the r
distance can now be thought of as a radius where every point inside the radius has a similarity
score greater than that of κ. Algorithm 1 shows how r is used in the radial clustering (RC)
approach.
Algorithm 1: Radial Clustering
Data: D: Measured Data, r: Cluster Radius
Result: Centroid Points
for measurement in D do
for point in clusters do
if L2 distance(measurement - point) ≤ r then
append measurement to point’s cluster;
if measurement not in clusters then
add new cluster with measurement as point;
return Compute centroids(clusters);
As shown in Algorithm 1, the distance between a measured point and each current
cluster point is calculated. If the distance between those two points is less than r, then
the measured point is appended to the cluster associated with the cluster point. A cluster
point is created if a measured point does not fall within the radius of any existing cluster;
that measured point will then become a cluster point. There are no initial clusters are the
beginning of the algorithm. Once all points have been assigned a cluster, the centroids of each
cluster are computed. Because of the DSGPR framework has each agent creating their own
isolated local model, the computed centroids become the inducing points for that local SGPR.
However, clustering does not occur on the global DSGPR model outlined in Section 3.2. The
advantage of the RC approach on local models is that the measured points are dynamically
represented as the data set changes over time. The number of clusters is dependent on the
given radius r and the distribution of the measurements.
Figure 2.1 shows how RC performs given a run of two agents randomly moving through
a two dimensional field. Each agent will cluster its own measured points individually. Both
paths are shown to represent how RC occurs in a decentralized setting. RC effectively reduces
a total of 102 measured points into 38 clusters resulting in 38 inducing points totaled between
both agents. The star markers denote the cluster centroids which are then chosen to be the
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inducing points. Measured points in the same cluster are identified by the same color. As
shown in the figure, RC performs well at summarizing the data into a small representative
number of clusters without having to know the total number of clusters beforehand.

Figure 2.1: Example of two agent’s paths clustering by radial clustering. The star marker
denotes the cluster centroid which is selected as an inducing point.
This notable advantage of knowing clusters beforehand comes from properties of the
mean-shift [5] and fixed-width clustering algorithms. Radial clustering (RC) is combination
of the mean-shift and fixed width clustering [2] algorithms. Mean-shift uses a user chosen
kernel to find regions with dense data and then iteratively shifts the points towards the those
regions of highest density. Once iteration stops, clusters are assigned. RC does not iterate to
change the clusters; this would be an expensive operation in real-time. Since clustering will
occur more than once in most real-time scenarios, spending large amounts of computation
time to find the optimal clusters has diminishing returns. During the clustering process, RC
does not adjust the mean of the cluster as new points are added. This is different from the
fixed-width clustering approach which does adjust the mean once a new point is added. RC
is also different from fixed-width in that I am using a kernel to determine the fixed-width
that will be used in the clustering process. Therefore, RC is a combination of the fixed-width
and mean-shift clustering algorithms.
The fixed width clustering has O(n2 ) for its computational complexity, and the meanshift approach is O(T · n2 ) where T is the number of iterations. The computational complexity
of RC is O(n2 ). However, since the mean-shift approach is O(n2 ) for each iteration, RC is
faster by a factor of T . Furthermore, when thinking of my use case of agents measuring the
scalar or vector field of a boundary space, I can show that the computational complexity for
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my case is O(ub n) where ub is the upper bound of the number of possible clusters that can
be formed in the boundary space and n is the number of measured points. The viability of
RC as a real-time solution for finding effective inducing points is shown in Section 4.3.2.
Those familiar with other SGPR inducing point optimization methods might suggest
using the cluster centers as seeds to further optimize the inducing point locations. However,
even with good seed values, the computational cost/time is typically too large to optimize
inducing points in real-time systems (especially when the number of inducing points is high).
Section 4.2.3 expressly shows a comparison of DSGPR to a common SGPR inducing point
optimization approach. The cost of optimizing the inducing points is much greater than the
cost to re-cluster, and there isn’t a significant difference in prediction accuracy.
2.2

Radial Clustering Upper Bound

To find RC’s computational complexity O(ub n) from Section 2.1, we must calculate ub which
is the maximum number of inducing points possible for an agent given a fixed boundary
space, which I will refer to in this section as the cubic container. Knowing this upper
bound also allows users and system designers to account for how large the message sizes
between cooperating agents can become if every agent reaches this maximum. I provide this
guaranteed upper bound of the RC inducing point numbers in a fixed cubic container for
both 2D and 3D.
I find this upper bound using existing theory developed in the field of sphere packing.
Articles [6, 7, 10, 12–15, 24, 36, 38] provide an in-depth discussion on sphere packing. For
this chapter, each inducing point will be thought of as a sphere. I do this because each
inducing point has a radius in which another inducing point center will not be placed. This
spherical representation of inducing points leads us to the topic of fitting/packing spheres
into cubes. I will briefly introduce the sphere packing topic so it is clear how I am taking the
proof that comes with packing spheres into cubes to finding the RC upper bound.
Section 2.2.1 outlines the proof from [38] for finding the upper bound of packing
spheres in a cube. Then, in Section 2.2.2 I modify the proof from Section 2.2.1 to create
a guaranteed upper bound on the number of RC inducing points for three dimensions. In
Section 2.2.3, an inducing point upper bound is derived for 2D. And finally, in Section A, a
process is presented that finds an RC upper bound for 2D that is not guaranteed, but is a
less-conservative approximation than what is presented in Section 2.2.3.
2.2.1

Optimal Sphere Packing Density for Cubic Containers

In this subsection, I provide a high-level overview of the sphere-packing research. This is
essential context needed to understand the RC inducing point upper bound.
The optimal sphere packing problem is described as follows:
Find the maximum amount of congruent spheres that can be packed (non-overlapping)
in a cubic container where (i) each sphere center must be at least 2r units away
from every other sphere, where r is each sphere’s radius, and (ii) no sphere can
extend beyond the cubic container boundary.
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Figure 2.2: Base cube optimal sphere packing
A provably optimal approach for packing spheres in a cubic container is summarized in [38].
This approach finds a base cube of optimally packed spheres (shown in Figure 2.2) and finds
the number of base cubes that fit inside the larger cubic container. The total number of
spheres that fit in the cubic container is then determined using the base cube’s “density”.
Where the packing density is defined to be the total volume of spheres that fit inside the
volume of the cubic container.
Note that the base cube (in Figure 2.2) consists of six non-overlapping hemispheres
placed at each face of the cube, and eight eighth spheres are√placed at each of the eight
corners. The length of each
√ side of the cube is described as 2 2r, and thus the volume of
the base cube is Vb = (2 2r)3 . The well-known volume of an individual sphere is Vi = 43 πr3 .
The total volume of spheres that pack the base cube can be computed by summing the
volume of each partial sphere shown in Figure 2.2. Thus the total volume of spheres,
Vs = Vi (6 · 12 + 8 · 18 ) = 16π
r3 .
3
The packing density is defined to be the ratio between
√ the volume of spheres in the
cube with the volume of the cube, given as Pd = Vs /Vb = π/ 18. We use packing density of
the base cube to determine the maximum number of spheres that can be packed into a larger
cubic container. A cubic container with side length b has a volume Vc = b3 and will fit
TS =

Vc · Pd
Vi
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(2.1)

total number of spheres.
I use a similar idea of using a base cube to find a guaranteed upper bound for the
maximum number of inducing points chosen in the RC algorithm in two and three dimensional
spaces.
2.2.2

Three Dimensional Radial Clustering Upper Bound

Here, I provide the process for determining the guaranteed upper bound for the max number
of clusters possible for RC in a cubic container. Similar to sphere packing, the problem of
finding the upper bound for radial clustering can be described with the problem statement:
Find the maximum number of congruent spheres that can fit into a cubic container
where (i) each sphere center must be at least a distance r away from every other
sphere center, where r is the radius of each sphere, (ii) spheres are allowed to
overlap each other and the boundary, and (iii) no sphere center may be placed
outside the cubic container.
Following the methodology described in Section 2.2.1, the total number of spheres stuffed
into a cubic container can be determined by first creating a base cube of stuffed spheres (the
term stuffed is used to reference the fact that the spheres in radial clustering can overlap
each other’s radii). Figure 2.3 shows the optimal configuration of spheres being stuffed into a
base cube. The pattern shown in Figure 2.3 is continued with two more layers of spheres
(total of three layers), yielding a total of 27 spheres that are partially or completely contained
within the base cube. Similar to sphere packing, the goal is to calculate the total number of
all spheres that have their centers inside the base cube. Simply stated, the summed volume
of all spheres that are involved with the base cube will be used to compute the the total
number of spheres that can fit into the cubic container. To find the total number of spheres,
the cubic container will then be optimally filled with base cubes and the total sphere number
that corresponds to those base cubes is used to find the total number of spheres inside the
cubic container.
The stuffed base cube has a side length of 2r where r is each congruent circle radius.
Each base cube has complete and partial spheres stuffed inside it. The interior sum of spheres
is used when fitting all the base cubes inside the larger cubic container. The exterior summed
number of spheres must be found so that the spheres that will extend passed the edge of the
cubic container are accounted for. Combining all the interior and exterior sphere numbers
related to the many base cubes inside the cubic container leads to the upper bound of all
possible spheres that can possibly be fit inside the cubic container.
Interior Sphere Volume of the Base Cube
The interior of the base cube contains many overlapping partial spheres and a complete
sphere; summing all those partial spheres and complete spheres gives the total number of
spheres for the base cube interior. I will walk through how many spheres exist for each of the
three layers shown in Figure 2.3 that strictly falls within the boundary of the base cube.
The bottom layer of spheres (where only 3 of the 9 spheres colored blue are shown
in Figure 2.3) contains four corner spheres, four edge spheres, and one face sphere. The
12

Figure 2.3: Base cube optimal sphere stuffing
corner spheres each take up an eighth of a sphere inside the cube. The four edge spheres
each take up a fourth of a sphere inside the cube. The one face sphere has a volume of
half a sphere in the base cube boundary. Thus the bottom layer has two complete spheres,
4( 18 ) + 4( 41 ) + 1( 21 ) = 2, that fall within the base cube boundary.
The middle layer (colored red spheres in Figure 2.3) has four edge spheres, four face
spheres, and a single center sphere. The four edge spheres each have a fourth of a sphere
residing in the base cube. The four face cubes each have a half sphere in the base cube. The
center sphere fits completely in the base cube; therefore, its entire volume is counted for this
layer. The number of spheres for the middle layer residing in the cube is 4( 14 ) + 4( 12 ) + 1(1) = 4.
The top layer (green spheres in Figure 2.3)is exactly the same as the bottom layer.
Thus bringing the total number of spheres including all the portions of spheres for the interior
of the base cube to a count of Ci := 2 + 4 + 2 = 8.
Exterior Sphere Volume of the Base Cube
To find the exterior number of spheres, the volume associated with the base cube’s six faces,
twelve edges, and eight corners must be taken into account. To find the number of spheres
that exist on the outside of the base cube, we must count how many total spheres (in terms
of combined volume) exist on the face, edge, and corner of the base cube.
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Figure 2.4: Illustration of some of the partial spheres that reside directly over the face of the
base cube.
For a single face of the exterior of the base cube, we only count spheres that are
directly over the face, or the volume that is contained by the white extending bounds as seen
in Figure 2.4. To count up the spheres on the face, we start with the four spheres that lie at
the corners of the face. Each of these four spheres have an eighth of a sphere volume residing
directly above the face of the base cube. There are four spheres that reside on the edges of
the face. Only a fourth of a sphere volume for these spheres lie directly over a base cube face.
Lastly, there is a single sphere that lies in the middle or face of the base cube with half of a
sphere volume that extends into the exterior region. In total, a single face of the base cube
has a combined number of two spheres, Cf := 4( 81 ) + 4( 14 ) + 1( 12 ) = 2.
To count the number of spheres that exist on the exterior of an edge of the base cube,
there are three spheres that must be accounted for. These three spheres are pictured by the
extending white boundary in Figure 2.5. Note that this area will not overlap with areas
extending from any face of the cube. The two corner spheres each have an eighth of a sphere
that is directly over the edge of the base cube, while the middle edge sphere has a fourth of a
sphere over the base cube edge. The number of spheres that reside on an edge of the base
cube is Ce := 2( 18 ) + 1( 14 ) = 0.5.
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Figure 2.5: Illustration of some of the partial spheres that reside directly over the edge of the
base cube.
Lastly, the number of spheres that are on the exterior of the base cube corners must
be counted. For a single corner, there is only one sphere that must be addressed. That single
sphere has an eighth of a sphere that lies directly over the corner of a base cube such that
Cc := 1/8.
These three exterior base cube counts of the faces, edges, and corners (Cf , Ce , Cc )
can be multiplied by their respective occurrences and summed up to find the total number of
spheres that exist on the exterior of a single base cube. This enables the calculation of the
number of spheres that will exist once many base cubes are placed inside the cubic container.
Sphere Stuffing Equation
Given the interior number of spheres Ci and the exterior number of spheres, Cf , Ce , and Cc ,
we can use volumetric attributes of the base cube to create an equation for the upper bound
of total spheres stuffed into a larger cubic container. The upper bound for the number of
spheres that can be stuffed into a large cubic container given by the already defined base
cube is,
 3
 2
 1
 0
b
b
b
b
AS = 1
· Ci + 6
· Cf + 12
· Ce + 8
· Cc ,
(2.2)
2r
2r
2r
2r
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where b is the side length of the large cubic container. The b/2r term determines how many
base cubes fit in each dimension of the cubic container, and the following C coefficient shows
how many spheres to count for a single base cube for that dimension of the cubic container.
Equation (2.2) is able to count the total number of spheres that fit in a cubic container
according to the predefined
base cube. The meaning of the terms in the equation are as

b 3
follows. The 1 2r · Ci term counts how many base cubes fit within the cubic container
and then multiplies by Ci which is the total number of spheres that are associated with the
2
interior of a base cube. The 6 2rb · Cf term counts the number of base cubes that are fit
against the plane of each face of the cubic container. The Cf coefficient then accounts for the
1
number of spheres for each face of those base cubes. The 12 2rb · Ce counts the cubes at
each of the cubic container’s edges. Multiplying by Ce then counts up the spheres associated
0
with the edge of each of those base cubes. Finally, the 8 2rb · Cc counts how many spheres
must be counted at the four corners of the cubic container. Summing up the resulting number
of spheres from these terms gives AS . This term is the maximum number of spheres that can
possibly be stuffed into a larger cubic container with side length b.
Knowing AS enables the use of RC in a boundary space (cubic container) where the
upper bound of the maximum number of possible clusters is known. The use case in this
thesis is for multiple agents measuring from a cubic boundary space. Knowing the size of the
boundary space and the kernel being used is required to compute this upper bound. Note
that this is an upper bound and not an exact computation of the number of inducing points
that will be placed in the space. Since some may use RC for other use cases besides scenarios
in three dimensions, I provide a two dimensional bound as well as an unproven approximation
of the exact number of circles that can fit into a square.
2.2.3

Two Dimensional Radial Clustering Upper Bound

Now I present the guaranteed upper bound for the max number of clusters possible for radial
clustering in two dimensions. The maximum number of inducing points that can be selected
in a two dimensional square boundary space is a simplification of the 3D Equation (2.2).
Switching from volume to surface area, the total surface area associated with each portion of
the square must be included (i.e. face, each edge, and each corner). The portion of each circle
that overlaps over the single face can summed up and denoted by Sf = 4( 14 ) + 4( 12 ) + 1(1) = 4.
The overlapping surface area for an edge can be defined as Se = 2( 14 ) + 1( 12 ) = 1, and each
corner Sc = 1( 14 ). Counting base squares in the larger square gives the overall equation,
 1
 0
 2
b
b
b
AC = 1
· Sf + 4
· Se + 4
· Sc ,
(2.3)
2r
2r
2r
where AC denotes all the circles stuffed into any large square with side length b and circle
radii r.
Equations (2.3) and (2.2) give an upper bound. Both equations will give the exact
number of spheres or circles that can be stuffed into the larger container when the radius r
of each circle is a factor of the side length b. However, these equations provide a conservative
estimate on number of spheres/circles in the cubic container when r is not a factor of b.
While difficult to prove exact closed-form solutions for 2D and 3D, I provide an equation
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for the 2D case which provides an approximation for a less conservative number of circles
that can be stuffed into any sized square. While not theoretically guaranteed, it works well
in practice and can be checked in conjunction with the aforementioned upper bound. This
equation is outlined in the appendix Section A.
2.3

Event-Triggered Sparse Message Passing

Adaptive inducing point selection through RC and event triggering is pivotal for the decentralized multi-agent system to dynamically search the boundary space and communicate accurate
and efficient inducing points between multiple agents. It is desirable to only re-cluster the
measured points when the measurements begin to change significantly (have a high kernel
dissimilarity from other measurements). If an agent is re-sampling from an area that is
already adequately described by an inducing point, it is redundant and inefficient to re-cluster.
Therefore, I implement an event-trigger where agents perform RC when measured points
are no longer being correctly summarized by the current number of inducing points and
their locations. Similar to [11] but independently derived, I check the most recent measured
point’s column in the Kuf matrix to determine if re-clustering should occur. These values
show how spatially correlated the most recent measured point is to all existing inducing
points. If the maximum value of this vector (i.e. the spatial correlation value of the measured
point and the inducing point closest to it) is smaller than a user defined similarity threshold
ρ, then re-clustering is triggered. This event-trigger ensures all new measured points are
summarized by an inducing point with a similarity of at least ρ. It also allows inducing points
to shift towards better summary locations given the new distribution of measured data. The
event-trigger ensures no time is wasted on unnecessary clustering, which is vital for real-time
systems.
Using the RC algorithm allows real-time SGPR systems (single agent or multi-agent)
the ability to adapt the number of inducing points as new data is received. This approach
is robust to edge case sampling cases and is outlier resistant (unlike [11]) because if new
measurements would be better described by a different inducing point, RC has the ability
to re-cluster. This re-cluster ability allows for the agent to have the best inducing point
distribution according to the current data. The work done in [11] does not get updated with
the current measurement information.
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Chapter 3
Decentralized Framework
This chapter outlines the full decentralized sparse Gaussian process regression (DSGPR)
framework that enables multiple agents to perform environmental modeling of a square or
cubic boundary space. There are three typical architectural approaches to working with
multi-agent systems: centralized, distributed, and decentralized. I implement a decentralized
GP framework due to advantages in system robustness under degraded communications
or node failure. To fully understand the advantages and disadvantages of a decentralized
approach, I summarize the different architectural approaches below.
Centralized systems have a main server/computer that receives all measurements
(information) from each individual agent. Once it has received those measurements the
central computer will complete all the computations and decision making, eventually relaying
commands back to each agent. When completing tasks, such as environmental modeling,
the centralized computer provides the best model, solution, and decisions since it receives
and uses all the gathered information. In this scenario, each autonomous agent essentially
becomes a mobile sensor. Centralized systems can fail when the central computer is down, or
when there are message passing bottlenecks.
Distributed frameworks such as [9, 18, 22, 40] are formulated such that each agent
computes a piece of the model taking computational load off of a central computer. This is
advantageous when the agents must solve computationally complex tasks. Agents send the
solved piece of the overall problem back to the central computer. Similar to the centralized
case, the central computer will assemble all the distributed pieces back together for decision
making and modeling. All agents still receive commands from the central computer. One
significant issue with distributed frameworks is the possibility of a single agent causing a
system wide failure. Distributed systems are also prone to central computer failure, similar
to the centralized case. And there can be bottleneck issues when high loads information must
be communicated with the central computer.
Decentralized frameworks enable each agent to perform sensor measurements, model
computations, and decision making without having to rely on other agents or centralized
computers [9, 22]. Agents communicate their individual information (measurements, results,
or decisions) with each other directly. Decentralized systems are robust to single agent
failures (including a central computer failure) and can potentially mitigate communication
bottlenecks. This is especially advantageous when dealing with autonomous mobile agents
(such as unmanned aerial vehicles) when communication may be unreliable and individual
agents have high probabilities of failure.
While there are some clear benefits and advantages to choosing decentralized systems,
there are also unique challenges that arise. Decentralized agents are subject to some common
data fusion problems such as the whispering hall problem (i.e. remnants of past measurements
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being perpetuated when no agent has actually measured it recently), double counting, and
accuracy degeneracy. There are also memory and computational constraints unique to
decentralized systems that must be addressed.
DSGPR mitigates these decentralized challenges in a way that provides better computational efficiency and inducing point flexibility as compared to other decentralized GP
models. As noted in Section 1.1, the work from [1] avoids sensor fusion problems by passing local models and creating artificial measurements from those models. The creation of
artificial measurements reduces accuracy while increasing computational complexity (note
the discussion on computational complexity in Section 3.3.1). In comparison to [1], which
samples a large number of measurements, DSGPR decreases the computational complexity.
The work done in [39] creates a decentralized system using online local models based on the
prior work of [3]. They use a product of experts model between local online SGPR models to
predict over a space. This means that the density functions of each local model are multiplied
together for prediction. However, the product of experts do not compute a global covariance
between the local agents. Agents can use global covariances for further use in other objectives
(such as informative path planning, etc.). DSGPR provides a global covariance that can be
used for secondary tasks, such as path planning. The work done in [17] merges multiple local
models using an information version of their local covariance. They then add and subtract
information matrices to avoid the mentioned data fusion issues of double counting etc. While
efficient at scaling, their decentralized approach requires a set or fixed number of inducing
points for their local models. My DSGPR framework mitigates this issue by using RC as
explained in Chapter 2.
In this thesis, I also chose to implement a decentralized system due to the aforementioned advantages of robustness and I have developed a method that mitigates the
challenges with data fusion and efficient message passing. This DSGPR framework is outlined
in Section 3.1 while the equation for computing the global model is derived in Section 3.2. I
show how the challenges of data fusion are mitigated by the structure of the message passing
in the DSGPR framework and how the message passing memory cost can be reduced through
a heuristic in Section3.3.
3.1

Decentralized Framework: Outline

The DSGPR framework, as depicted in Figure 3.1, consists of three main pieces: local SGPR
models, message passing, and a global model. Each piece is vital in making DSGPR a viable
real-time option for a MAS performing scalar or vector field estimation.
The local portion of the DSGPR framework is set up to address the whispering hall
and double counting data fusion challenges. This is accomplished by having each agent having
their own local model according to their own measurement data, which is always isolated
from other agent’s data. In this way, no local model can be corrupted by other agents because
no other agent information is ever considered when an agent is computing its local SGPR
model (shown as the green diamond in Figure 3.1).
The agent’s local model is sent to neighboring agents using the message passing
protocols outlined in Section 3.3 (seen as the yellow boxes in Figure 3.1). DSGPR passes
messages between agents in the same neighborhood and between multiple neighborhoods over
time (a group of agents that are within message passing range are considered a neighborhood).
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Figure 3.1: Overview of the information flow for a single agent creating first a local GP
representation and then, by combining information from neighboring agents, a global representation.
As explained in Section 3.3, agents will relay each other’s local models until all agents in
the system have the most up to date version of all local models. This message relay is
implemented using a max consensus on the timestamps of each agent’s local model. This
process is described in detail in Section 3.3.2. The advantage of this message passing setup
is that agents are still able to make informative decisions when single (or multiple) agent
failures occur.
When agents have received other local models, through message passing, they can
create accurate global models of the entire boundary space. The global model computation,
shown as the purple diamond in Figure 3.1, is derived in Section 3.2.
3.2

Decentralized Sparse Gaussian Process Regression

Each agent’s local model is defined by the sparse Gaussian process regression models outlined
in [35]. The local models can be defined by the location of each inducing point in two or
three dimensional space described by vector z, the mean value of the desired scalar or vector
prediction for each inducing point represented as vector m, and the covariance of those mean
values denoted as matrix Λ.
The equations for combining all local models into a single global model were derived by
PhD candidate Grant Stagg in 2021 and the work is currently unpublished. Only Section 3.2
was heavily borrowed from the work done by Grant Stagg and is included in this thesis for
completeness.
To derive the DSGPR model, we start with the distribution of each agent’s inducing points qi = p(fui |yi ) ∼ N (mi , Λi ). The equation for the predictive posterior of the
decentralized SGPR mirrors the predictive posterior for SGPR and is
Z Z
p(f∗ |y)= ··· p(f∗ |fu1 ,..., fun , y)p(fu1 ,..., fun , y)dfu1 ···dfun ,
(3.1)
where y is the vector of prior measurements and fui is the underlying function values for the
ith agent’s inducing points. We start by deriving the prior for the predictive posterior of f∗
which is p(f∗ |fu1 , . . . , fun , y). As with other GPRs, we use the kernel function to calculate
the covariance of the prior and assume zero mean. Differing from other GPR approaches, we
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stack all agents’ inducing points into combined variables that now describe the entire system.
Each agent’s inducing point locations are stacked into a single variable Xu . The unknown
ground truth of each inducing point is denoted as fu . The local agents’ predicted mean value
at each inducing point is described by stacking all the local m values into m. Both fu and
m are defined as
 
 
fu1
m1
 fu 
 m2 
 2
 
fu =  ..  and m =  ..  .
(3.2)
 . 
 . 
fun
mn
Using these stacked inducing points from all agents, the prior for f∗ can be written as
p(f∗ |fu , y) because fui is a Gaussian distribution and the joint distribution of all fui is also
Gaussian. Define the covariance matrix between test points and inducing points to be


(3.3)
K∗u = K∗u1 K∗u2 . . . K∗un ,
⊤
where Ku∗ = K∗u
and K∗ui is the kernel function between the ith agent’s inducing points and
the test points k(Xx , Xui ). And defining the covariance matrix between inducing points to
be
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where Kui uj is the kernel function between the ith and the j th agent’s inducing points
k(Xui , Xuj ). We then calculate the prior using the conditional multivariate Gaussian distribution,
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(3.5)
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Ku∗ Kuu
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yielding
−1
−1
p(f∗ |fu ) ∼ N (K∗u Kuu
fu , K∗∗ − K∗u Kuu
Ku∗ ),

(3.6)

where K∗∗ is the covariance matrix from Equation (1.5). Equation (3.6) gives us the prior
distribution of function values at the test point locations conditioned on the prior distribution
of function values at the inducing point locations. Because f∗ and fu are both multivariate
Gaussian distributions, we can write Equation (3.6) such that we will be able to predict the
mean values of f∗ as a linear transformation from fu through the equation
−1
f∗ = K∗u Kuu
fu + η

(3.7)

−1
where η ∼ N (0, K∗∗ −K∗u Kuu
Ku∗ ).
Because we are combining multiple agent’s inducing points, we must account for the
covariance already existing in each agent’s local model fui . To account for these covariances,
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−1
we use a temporary matrix B = Kuu
and

Bu1 u1
 Bu u
 2 1
Buu =  ..
 .
Bun u1

partition it into submatricies

Bu1 u2 . . . Bu1 un
Bu2 u2 . . . Bu2 un 

.
..
..

.
···
.
Bun u2 . . . Bun un

(3.8)

−1
Note that Bui uj ̸= Ku−1
. Rather, Bui uj is a submatrix of the precomputed Kuu
that
i uj
corresponds to the location of Kui uj in Kuu . By expanding Equation (3.7) with Equation (3.8)
one can see that f∗ is a sum of linear transformations from u1 , u2 , . . . , un . We can then create
a transformation matrix,
n
X
Ci =
K∗uj Buj ui ,
(3.9)
j=1

that represents the linear transformation from agent i’s inducing points to f∗ . We write the
linear transformation as f∗ = C1 fu1 + C2 fu2 + · · · + Cn fun + η. Because we have information
gained from our agent’s measured points, we have a local posterior distribution for each
fui such that qi = p(fui |yi ) ∼ N (mi , Λi ). If we assume each agents’ inducing points are
independent, the predictive posterior is a Gaussian distribution takes the form
−1
p(f∗ |fu , y) ∼ N (K∗u Kuu
m, Σf∗ ),

with
Σf∗ =

N
X

−1
Ci Λi Ci⊤ +K∗∗ −K∗u Kuu
Ku∗ .

(3.10)

(3.11)

i=1

From Equation (3.10), the prior does not depend on fu1 , . . . , fun , so we can remove it
from the integration in equation (3.1). This gives the new predictive posterior,
Z
Z
p(f∗ |y) = p(f∗ |fu , y) · · · q(fu1 , . . . , fun |y)dfu1 · · · dfun .
(3.12)
Due to the law of total probability the integral term becomes 1 and the predictive posterior
is p(f∗ |fu , y) who’s equation is given in (3.10).
The derivation of the predictive posterior assumes the distribution of inducing points
for each agent are independent. Because of the exponential nature of the kernel function,
each agent’s distributions can never be truly independent of another agent’s inducing points.
However, if an agent’s inducing points are spaced far enough apart from another agent’s
points, the distributions can be approximately independent.
3.3

Message Passing

Cooperating agents must be able to efficiently and effectively communicate their local model’s
information with each other in order to compute their global models. I present the details
on how message passing occurs in the DSGPR framework. First, Section 3.3.1 discusses the
memory considerations inherent with peer to peer message passing. The actual protocols for
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each agent in the DSGPR framework is outlined in Section 3.3.2. Lastly, two heuristics are
introduced that provide efficient message passing. Section 3.3.3 discusses a covariance matrix
reduction heuristic to reduce the size of each message being sent. Section 3.3.4 presents a
heuristic using the Bhattacharyya distance that controls the frequency of messages being
passed. A discussion on how a user can manipulate each heuristic occurs at the end of this
chapter (subsection in Section 3.3.4). Each of these pieces enables the DSGPR framework to
be decentralized while maintaining viability for its use in real-world scenarios.
Passing local models between agents comes with two memory considerations that
must be addressed. These are the cost of storing models in memory (actual hardware on the
drones) and the total cost of sending messages between agents (network bandwidth), both of
which are limited. A discussion regarding the size of the models as sampling continues in
time will be insightful for the justification of choosing my message passing protocols.
3.3.1

Message Passing Memory Considerations

Reducing message sizes is a challenge when completing cooperative estimation with GPs.
The work done by [1, 17, 40], all make the choice to send representations of their prediction
models instead of sending the exact measurements, stating that it is more memory efficient.
Instead, they send the covariance matrix of the inducing points (or the covariance of the
sampled measurements). On the other hand, the authors in [21] send the measurements and
have a message passing complexity of O(n). While there are pros and cons to sending exact
measurements, sending the model representation also has cons that are not highlighted in the
prior research. The covariance scales at a rate of O(n2 ). If the inducing points are allowed
to increase in total number, then the covariance matrix describing the inducing points can
become too large, causing issues for message passing in a real-time system.
A quick example illustrates the drawback of sharing the covariance matrix of induced
points among cooperating agents. Assume an environmental sampling scenario where A
agents are operating within message passing range (a single neighborhood), and each agent
is sampling a scalar field. Each agent’s local model will consist of the z, m, and Λ values
mentioned in Section 3.2. If m is the agent’s individual number of inducing points. The total
memory (MB) it takes to describe a local model is given by the equation,
TM B =

(3m + m + 12 (m2 + m))
,
10242

(3.13)

where 3m represents all floats it takes to describe z in three dimensional space, m represents
the predicted scalar mean values for each inducing point, and (m2 + m)/2 is the most efficient
way to collapse a covariance matrix (taking advantage of symmetry). Given an example
where m = 10, 000, then TM B = 47.7 MB. That is the total memory (MB) for a single agent.
If an agent is required to send all the local models it knows about, then it would be the sum
of each agent’s TM B . This growth scales with the number of agents A, which clearly isn’t
sustainable for message passing within the network of a real-time system with time steps in
the seconds range. However, time steps that are minutes long would make these message
passing memory issues negligible.
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Note that even when the number of inducing points is small, the strain on the message
passing network is not negligible if there are desires to scale to tens of agents or especially
hundreds of agents, i.e. if each agent’s m = 1, 000 and TM B = 0.48 MB, when A = 100 then
the total memory of all combined models would be 48 MB. The worst case scenario would be
all agents sending their models at the same time, in this case, even for a small m value (e.g.,
m = 100 ), the required bandwidth to handle A > 1000 would surpass most cellular data
rates [25] and would require high data rates for any WiFi connections (i.e., ≈ 400 Mbps).
The aforementioned papers make the assumption that efficient message passing can
occur when passing SGPR model parameters (z, m, Λ), but they do not mention the scaling
rate of Λ. Note that most of these implementations do not have adaptive inducing points
which is what gives the undesirable squared scaling of Λ in this case; however, these papers
still don’t account for statically choosing a number for m among their local models which still
becomes expensive when trying to represent a large space. Compared to passing SGPR model
parameters, passing exact measurements scales linearly per agent, i.e. (3w + w)/10242 where
w is the total number of measurements for a vehicle in 3D space. Passing measurements
only becomes inefficient compared to sending a model when the SGPR model has reached its
upper bound ub as derived in Section 2.2.2. Note however, that the number of measurements
would be quite high before this occurs even for a small value of m. An example goes as such,
given a small upper bound for m of 100 (i.e., both m and ub are 100), sending measurements
is less memory intensive until the number of measurements passes 1363. Calculated by
w = (3m + m + (m2 + m)/2) /4. Note that this scenario only occurs if all the measurements
had to be sent in one fell swoop. The most likely scenario is that agents would have the
advantage of only needing to send a measurement once if they were in message passing range
of other agents.
This analysis begs the question of why not always use the measurement passing
approach instead of sending models? The main reason is due to the high computational cost
required to compute models based on a large number of measurements instead of computing
based on local models. The computational complexity on the global model calculation of
the DSGPR framework presented in this work is O(M 3 ) where M is all combined inducing
points from all agents. Assuming an approach where all measurements are passed between all
agents, then the vanilla exact GPR used in that case would have a computational complexity
of O(N 3 ) where N is the combination of all agent measurements. Another approach to only
using measurements would then be to cluster those N measurements for each agent using RC
from Section 2. The RC algorithm has a computational complexity of O(N 2 ) so the combined
clustering and SGPR model computational complexity for measurements for each agent would
be O(N 2 + N M 2 ) while each agent in the model case has a total computational complexity
(including clustering) of O(n2 + M 3 ) where n is the measurements for an individual agent
and M ≪ N . Also, the overall number of messages could potentially be greater for sending
individual measurements between agents than the number of messages sent when only sending
local models (this concept will be domain dependent).
With these pros and cons in mind, I provide a framework for an efficient approach
for passing local models between agents. This message passing framework has three main
components as follows:
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1. Message passing protocols that enable agents to perform maximum consensus on the
local models of the system (Section 3.3.2).
2. Agents send messages of reduced size through the covariance reduction heuristic (Section 3.3.3).
3. Agents send fewer messages overall using the Bhattacharyya distance heuristic (Section 3.3.4).
The first item ensures that agents are robust to switching between neighborhoods where
certain agents may be out of communication range for long periods of time. All agents are
also guaranteed to have the most up to date system information (once maximum consensus
has been performed). The last two components provide the ability for users to reduce message
passing frequency and message size according to their network bandwidth needs (i.e., when
message passing could be at its peak).
3.3.2

Message Passing Protocols

The message passing protocols are query based instead of broadcasting dependent. When
an agent’s neighbor has an updated or new model, it will query its neighbor for this model
instead of agents broadcasting their own updated models to all neighbors. The following
protocols determine when the agent should query a neighbor agent for a local model and how
this query process is implemented.
The message passing process is described by three steps as seen in Figure 3.2. Each
time step every agent will broadcast a ping. Agents can also selectively send query messages
or local model information if it was queried from a peer agent.

Figure 3.2: Message passing process where agent 1 will ping all neighbors in their neighborhood,
then each agent that received a ping will potentially query agent 1 for any agent’s updated
local model, and finally agent 1 will send a message containing the queried model to agents 2
and 3.

First: Ping
Each agent will broadcast a ping to any agent that is within communication range. The ping
message contains the agent’s current local model timestamp, a list of all peer agent local
models it has in memory (each agent is given a unique ID), and the timestamps indicating
when the local models were updated.
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Second: Query
When an agent receives a ping message, it will determine if there are newer local models
that it has not yet received. If so, it will query its neighbor (who has the updated model)
to request the information. As a part of the query, the requesting agent will send the most
recent timestamp it has for the model being queried such that the agent who is receiving the
query can send a reduced Λ matrix according to the heuristic described in Section 3.3.3.
Third: Send
Any agent that has received a query will send the requested model. An agent may send any
local model it has stored (not just its own local model).
Note that steps one and two will in general only take on average 100 ms total for an average
4G network (due to the small ping/query message sizes), while step three’s time will vary
depending on message size [25]. Because steps one and two are so quick, it is reasonable to
count steps one, two, and three as one time step.
To reduce the amount of messages passed through the network, each agent only
updates its local model timestamp when one of the following conditions are met:
• re-clustering occurs,
• the Bhattacharyya distance change threshold is surpassed (as explained in Section 3.3.4),
or
• a first time agent connection occurs.
When any of these conditions are met, the agent will update the timestamp of its model to
the current time. This will trigger all agents within its message passing range to query for
the updated model. The updated model will then be passed around until max consensus
of all model timestamps has been reached. When agents are not within message passing
range (the same neighborhood), there is a chance that formerly isolated agents will meet for
the first time. I refer to this first time meeting as a first connection. When this occurs, the
protocol is to send that formerly isolated agent the most up to date models available. This
includes the self model. This will then trigger any currently connected agents to query for
the newly updated model.
These message passing protocols can be applied to a drone system that is on its own
local area network (LAN), equipped with individual cellular networks, or with direct WiFi
capabilities where data rates can reasonably handle 100 - 200 Mbps. Any issues related to
network congestion caused by agents sending messages at the exact same time is left as a
networking problem and is not addressed in this work.
These protocols allow the agents to be fully decentralized. Here fully decentralized
refers to the idea that agents can receive all the local models in the system under any
communication network topology given that the topology forms a connected graph over time.
Furthermore, each agent is given the ability to act completely autonomously without the
need for a centralized node that provides direction or information. The main component of
the message passing framework that enables this decentralization is the maximum consensus
on the timestamp of the local models.
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Figure 3.3: Decentralized agent graph. The edges connecting agent nodes denote that two
agents are within the same neighborhood (message passing range).
The maximum consensus algorithm implemented in this framework allows agents to
receive the local information of other agents despite being outside of their message sharing
neighborhood. Being outside of communication range is a common issue when multiple agents
gather measurements over long range distances. Consensus is reached in the network when
each node (agent) has received the maximum model timestamp (and it’s corresponding model)
for each agent, even when they are out of message sharing range. Figure 3.3 shows a simple
example of this at time step 4. Each node in the graph is an agent, the edges connecting
the nodes denote the ability to pass messages between agents. The grey boxes show which
models each corresponding agent has stored in memory at different time steps. Agent one is
not within range of agents three and four. However, agent one is connected to agent two.
Agent two becomes the relay between the agents that are not within message passing range.
Over the course of four time steps, each agent’s model is propagated throughout the agent
graph.
Successful consensus can only be achieved when each node in the graph is reachable from every other node, i.e. the network topology graph, which is directed, must be
connected.Therefore, an assumption of connectivity is required for the network to achieve
maximum consensus. However, even when agents are not connected for a time, once they
return to within communication range, they will be updated with all the modified/new models
of their peer agents. Then their global predictions will be as accurate as the other agents of
the system. Therefore, connectivity is only required when the agent needs to provide the
most accurate global prediction possible.
3.3.3

Covariance Matrix Reduction

The viability of this entire framework for use on smaller bandwidth networks may be dependent
on the size of the messages needing to be passed. Covariance matrix reduction is a heuristic
designed to alleviate the most network intensive (in terms of message size) element when
passing the agent’s local model, the covariance of the inducing points Λ. I developed an
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adaptive method that reduces the number of elements shared from the Λ matrix based
upon user/domain knowledge of a reasonable kernel length scale (distance) where points are
essentially independent of each other. Note that I assume memory on-board the autonomous
agent will be relatively cheap, i.e. less consideration is given for the cost to store information
in memory. The focus of this method is on reducing the amount of information that must be
shared across a network in real-time.

Figure 3.4: Sketched representation of covariance reduction of the Λ matrix.
A common approach to sending covariance matrices over a network is to send the
diagonal and upper triangular elements of the matrix, since it is symmetric. This yields a
memory cost of (n2 + n)/2 for a n × n covariance matrix. I further limit memory cost by only
sending values of Λ that have changed significantly from the last time Λ was sent. This occurs
because agents send updated versions of their own model when their model has changed
significantly due to their continual measurements (the heuristic for sending an updated local
model is explained in Section 3.3.4).
Equation (1.7) shows that Λ is defined using a kernel on the inducing points and
measured points. Under the assumption that the kernel being used is a type of stationary
distance kernel, there exists a distance where the kernel similarity score (weight) of new
inducing and measured points have negligible effects on the previous covariance values. When
this is true, there is no need to re-send the original/unchanged values of Λ (assuming the
neighbor agent has received the prior Λ matrix). This significantly reduces the amount of
memory that is sent between neighboring agents.
Each agent determines how much of Λ to send based on two pieces of information,
the querying agent’s last received Λ and the user defined low significance factor, LSF . The
formulation and logic for the heuristic reducing Λ can be seen in the following toy example.
I illustrate how much message passing memory can be saved using a simplified example
where there are two measured points (denoted by the small green dots in Figure 3.5) and
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Figure 3.5: Example showing the scenario in which Λ doesn’t change when new measurements
are far enough away.
an inducing point (shown as the larger pink dot in Figure 3.5) that is representative of the
measured points M1 and M2 . We create an example that shows when an agent measures a
new point (M3 ) that is ”far” enough away from a known cluster of prior measured points
(M1 , M2 ) and their inducing point I1 , then M3 won’t affect the Λ values of I1 . This is due to
exponential nature of RBF kernels. As the distance increases, the similarity between those
two points decreases which lowers the weight that the two points have on each other. We can
then take a user defined distance at which two points become essentially independent. The
user chooses this distance by choosing a low similarity threshold that can be used to compute
a distance between points as was done with κ in Section 2.1. Using this general computed
distance between points, the toy example shows the change in Λ covariance values related
the inducing point I1 caused by the new measurement M3 . Define λ1 as the first covariance
entry (a scalar value) of I1 in Λ before M3 is measured, and define λ2 as the first covariance
value of I1 in Λ after M3 is measured. Then, DC = |λ1 − λ2 |, where DC is the absolute value
of difference. This shows the amount of impact M3 has on I1 . The difference changed value
DC can then be used in my covariance reduction heuristic to help reduce the number of Λ
rows sent in a message.
The DC value is used for comparison in the following covariance reduction heuristic.
It is a heuristic in that it is not exact, but gives a user adjustable approach for determining
unneeded information in the Λ covariance matrix. The value DC gets checked anytime an
agent is queried. Assume Agent 1 has a model from Agent x, where the model is represented
as Bx . Bx is made up of mean values (m) and covariance values Λ as described in Section 3.2
where x denotes whose model it is. The inducing point covariance matrix in this example is
denoted as ΛBx with time step t, thus written as ΛBxt . Assume Agent 2 has a more up to
date local model of Agent x, with the ΛBx(t+1) matrix. Therefore, Agent 1 queries Agent 2
to send it this more up to date version of model Bx . In the query, Agent 1 notifies Agent
2 that it has already received the Bxt version of the model. Agent 2 can then look at all
the time stamped versions of the model K it has saved (note that each agent will store all
versions of each model it encounters, relying on the assumption that on-board memory is
relatively cheap). In this example, Agent 2 has two versions, Bxt and Bx(t+1) . Agent 2 then
performs the covariance matrix reduction heuristic between ΛBxt and ΛBx(t+1) . Any row of
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LSF
Total Sizes in MB
Total Messages

0.05 0.10 0.15 0.20 0.25
50.04 29.23 19.81 15.18 12.48
17964 11688 8508 6712 5512

Table 3.1: Covariance reduction and Bhattacharyya heuristic effectiveness. Message sizes and
message frequency decrease as the similarity score threshold defined by the user increases.
Five separate tests run with five fully connected agents.

ΛBx(t+1) where each value in the row has changed less than DC from the previous ΛBxt matrix
will not be sent. Agent 2 sends this reduced matrix, and Agent 1 uses the old values from
ΛBxt and the received ΛBx(t+1) covariance values to create a Λ′Bx
matrix so it can have the
(t+1)
most up to date information for Agent x.
The effect of this covariance reduction heuristic on message memory size is seen in the
five test results shown in Table 3.1. This table illustrates that the total number of messages
and message size throughout a 1000 time step simulation decreases as LSF increases.
3.3.4

Message Frequency Heuristic: Bhattacharyya Distance

As mentioned in Section 3.3.2, an adaptable message passing frequency is another strength
of this decentralized system. Messages are communicated when an agent’s local model has
changed significantly, as determined by this Bhattacharyya distance heuristic. Using the toy
problem from Section 3.3.3, the user can define a low significance factor LSF to control how
often messages are sent.
In the first step (ping) of the message protocol, each agent will find the Bhattacharyya
distance between their most recently computed local model (mr and Λr ) with the last
broadcasted model (mb and Λb ). To find the distance between these two models, I use the
well-known equation for Bhattacharyya distance [19]
!
1
1
det(P
)
DB = (mr − mb )T P −1 (mr − mb ) + ln p
,
(3.14)
8
2
det(Λr )det(Λb )
where

Λr + Λ b
(3.15)
2
is a new covariance matrix being the average of Λr and Λb . With DB computed, I can then
compare it to the pre-computed distance between the two distributions described in the toy
example in Section 3.3.3. Referencing the toy example again, there exist two distributions
to compare: the distribution that existed with M1 , M2 , and I1 , and the second distribution
that added M3 . The Bhattacharyya distance between these two toy distributions is denoted
as DT (note that DT is computed once before the agents start measuring). The distance
DT shows when a new measurement is no longer close enough to be described well by old
data (because the data is too far away for there to be any dependence between them). When
DB > DT , it is reasonable to determine that the old model (mb and Λb ) no longer describes
the new model (mr and Λr ) well enough for prediction, which then triggers the agent to
P =
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inform other agents that its model is ready to be queried; i.e., other agents now know that
an updated model is available. Thus the agent will update the timestamp for its own model
(alerting neighbors in the ping step) which will then trigger maximum consensus to occur for
all neighboring agents and thus the whole system.
The effect of this Bhattacharyya distance heuristic on the total messages passed is
seen in a simple experiment conducted where the LSF value is increased as seen in Table 3.1.
As LSF is increased, the number of total messages decreases as expected.
Impact of LSF
The advantage of using these heuristics is that it allows the user to determine how aggressive
they are in their memory saving approaches. Increasing the value of LSF is used to reduce the
Λ covariance matrix that needs to be sent in a message described in Section 3.3.3 and, and
increasing LSF reduces how often new messages need to be sent as described in Section 3.3.4.
The higher LSF gets, the fewer numbers of Λ entries get sent, according to the covariance
matrix reduction heuristic, and the less often agents will update the timestamp on their own
models, which will cause less messages to be sent overall. Thus allowing lower data rate
message passing such that DSGPR can be viable for decentralized modeling. However, these
heuristics allow for user flexibility if their network bandwidths can handle large amounts of
data, then users can lower LSF and higher numbers of the Λ covariance rows will be sent
between agents, as well as an increased rate at which each agent will update their model’s
timestamp. All of this is determined by the user defining what significance levels (LSF ),
which may be chosen to best fit the application scenario and hardware being utilized. Note
that the usage of LSF is completely kernel dependent. Domain knowledge is required to make
the appropriate judgements on which kernel is to be used and what should be chosen for the
length scale.
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Chapter 4
Results and Analysis
Extensive testing shows the viability of the DSGPR framework presented in the above
chapters. This chapter shows the strengths and weaknesses of this approach and provides
insight into the specific use cases where this framework is best suited. In this chapter,
we first describe the simulation setup. Second, DSGPR is compared to exact GPR and
variational free energy sparse Gaussian process regression (VFE-SGPR), which is explained
below. This comparison consists of showing how DSGPR is more computationally efficient
in inducing point selection (Subsection 4.2.3) and in re-measuring areas of the boundary
space (Subsection 4.2.2) while maintaining competitive predictive accuracy (Subsection 4.2.1).
Third, the Monte Carlo (MC) runs are presented and analyzed showing viability of this
system for some real-world applications. The DSGPR framework is shown to perform well
at prediction and uncertainty reduction in Subsection 4.3.1. The computational cost of the
entire framework is outlined in Subsection 4.3.2. And finally, Subsection 4.3.3 outlines how
the message passing performs such that DSGPR can be considered for real-time systems.
4.1

Simulation Details

In these tests, I simulate agents traveling through two or three dimensional space as seen in
Figure 4.1. Agents travel at a constant velocity, with the assumption that they maintain that
constant velocity while travelling through any wind-field, i.e. the agents were not deterred or
negatively affected by surrounding weather conditions. Agents are tasked with prediction at
evenly spaced test points throughout a boundary space. All agents share the same test points
for prediction, meaning that each agent is capable of predicting across the entire boundary
space (note that agents are not required to have the same exact test points, but I choose this
for simplicity). The wind-field was made to match the number of spatial dimensions (2D
or 3D) for each specific run. Note that the DSGPR framework is not limited to predicting
3D vector fields, the number of dimensions for prediction can vary from a scalar field to any
number of dimensions. Figure 4.1 also shows how the agents have a sphere around them
denoting their message passing range. In many large, real-world applications, agents will not
always be within communication range of each other (the magenta line connecting two agents
shows that they are within in communication range). This was also accounted for in these
simulations and is shown in the figure.
Tests ran for a pre-determined, specified number of time steps, where time steps
can represents a single second, or be adjusted to varying use cases. As will be seen in the
results, the framework is able to handle real-time use cases where a time step is set as 1 − 2
seconds. Agents measure the wind-field each time step at its current location. Each wind-field
measurement has added sensor noise of 0.4 units added to it. The ground truth wind-field
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Figure 4.1: Illustration of simulating multiple agents measuring a cubic wind-field and passing
messages according to pre-determined message passing ranges.
was simulated using python package gstools [23]. Gstool’s core tool is the spatial random
field generation. Their process of generation is based on the work done in [16] where a
randomisation method is presented for generating random fields. This generation occurs
through a specified covariance model or semi-variogram. The wind-field covariance model
chosen for these simulations is Gaussian with a variance of 25 and a length scale of 38.
Each agent is initialized in the boundary space at a random starting position. And the
agents travel within the bounding area by following randomly generated way-points. Note
that uncertainty and MSE results would be improved with intelligent path planners, this
is left as a future research direction. The two RBF kernel hyper-parameters presented in
Equation (1.3) (σf and λ), were tuned offline and set to be fixed for all agent’s global and
local models. Decentralized online tuning is addressed in other works [3, 17, 39] and is left as
a future research avenue for this particular framework.
4.2

DSGPR Model Comparison

The DSGPR framework is compared to an exact GPR framework and a variational free
energy (VFE) sparse Gaussian process regression framework (VFE-SGPR) [35]. VFE-SGPR
is a popular and seminal SGPR approach where instead of making a sparse approximation
on the likelihood like [32] and [31], the approximation occurs on the approximate posterior.
VFE-SGPR and exact GPR are used to serve as a comparison to the DSGPR approach,
allowing for analysis of the model’s strengths and weaknesses.
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Figure 4.2: MSE comparison between Exact GPR and DSGPR for 1, 2, 3, and 4 agents.
DSGPR set with same parameters as MC runs described in Table 4.1. All agents are fully
connected for the duration of this test (i.e., message passing density of 1.0, refer to Figure 4.7).
Subsections 4.2.1, 4.2.2, and 4.2.3 show test results regarding the DSGPR framework
compared to centralized exact GPR and VFE-SGPR. Subsection 4.2.1 shows how exact GPR
compares to varying number of agents in terms of MSE. Subsection 4.2.2 shows how the
uncertainty (global trace) decreases over time and how DSGPR is more efficient at decreasing
uncertainty. Finally, subsection 4.2.3 shows the advantages of using RC for inducing point
selection; the computational cost and MSE are compared between the three models where
MSE is scored against the ground truth values of the vector field. These results help show
the advantages and trade-offs of DSGPR against these other well-known algorithms.
4.2.1

Exact GPR MSE Comparison

First, I compare an exact GPR model to my DSGPR framework in terms of accuracy. An
exact GPR model will always perform better in terms of MSE when compared to sparse
models. This is due to sparse models giving up some information (i.e., all the measurement
data) for a smaller representation and computation cost. This brings up the question, how
much better does exact GPR perform compared to my DSGPR model? To answer this
question, a small test was performed between exact GPR and DSGPR.
Given the O(n3 ) computational complexity of an exact GP, I do not include exact GP
in the many MC runs. However, I show results for a single run with 1, 2, 3, and 4 agents in
Figure 4.2, where all agents are fully connected in terms of message passing.
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Figure 4.2 shows that as the number of agents increases, there is minimal to no change
in the performance of MSE. In the figure, the exact GPR (shown by the dashed black line)
performs only marginally better in terms of MSE when compared with DSGPR (shown
by the blue line) for agent sizes up to 4. The results certify that this DSGPR framework
is comparable to an exact GPR model in terms of MSE while being tractable in terms of
computational feasibility for an increasing number of agents as shown in subsection 4.2.3.
4.2.2

Decreasing Uncertainty Efficiently

One key advantage of DSGPR that is seen when comparing to exact GPR and VFE-GPR is
the re-sampling ability of this framework. Once an agent has covered a space, all the inducing
points are set and don’t need to be adjusted.
RC can create these inducing points quickly and effectively with a guaranteed upper
bound on the number of inducing points. When coverage has occurred (i.e. no regularly new
inducing points), the agents may be tasked with re-sampling from certain regions to reduce
the uncertainty. To show this advantage of our framework’s re-sampling ability, a test using
all models (exact GPR, VFE-SGPR, and DSGPR) was run for 2000 time steps, where a
single agent covers the boundary space (20 x 20 x 20) and then re-traces its path again. We
can see that the agent is in an area that already has inducing point coverage from time steps
650 - 1250, 1250 - 1510, and 1510 - 2000 because there are no spikes in time from the cost to
re-cluster (in other words it is re-measuring places it has already been at these time steps).
The re-sampling comes with little computation cost as seen by the blue line in Figure 4.3. To
accomplish the same re-sampling with an exact GPR (shown in the black dashed line), takes
a higher computational cost. The VFE-SGPR model has low computational cost once it has
the inducing points optimized, but getting to that point is more expensive than DSGPR as
seen by the red spikes in Figure 4.3. DSGPR is the best choice in this instance, it reduces the
uncertainty at a similar rate as an exact GPR model, while not accruing the same amount of
computational cost.
This advantage of DSGPR comes into play when is is necessary to make predictions
with low uncertainty. The use case may require a certain threshold of certainty regarding
prediction and the agents running DSGPR would be able to provide that confidence with
a lower computational strain as compared to the other models. As seen in Figure 4.4, the
uncertainty (global trace) decreases consistently over time. There are jumps of uncertainty
decrease when re-clustering occurs. Also note that even when re-clustering does not occur,
the DSGPR model decreases uncertainty even as areas already visited are re-measured. Note
that all three approaches decrease the trace when new measurements occur, but the DSGPR
approach has a much smaller cost of computation for the same result. Also observe that
DSGPR performs better in terms of uncertainty reduction compared to VFE-SGPR; one
potential reason for this result is the adjustments made to the VFE-SGPR algorithm such
that it can be compared in a real-time data streaming setting. The optimization of inducing
points is implemented with early stopping to allow it to be more competitive in terms of
computational time compared to DSGPR, this early stopping does not allow optimal inducing
point placement which may have affected its performance in terms of uncertainty reduction
negatively.
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Figure 4.3: The total cost in terms of computation time of each model (exact GPR, VFESGPR, summed agents running DSGPR). Note the heavy cost of optimization for VFE-SGPR,
and the cubic time of exact GPR.

Figure 4.4: Notice how the trace of the global covariance matrix (uncertainty) decreases even
when sampling of the same area occurs.
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4.2.3

Inducing Point Selection Comparison

Figure 4.5: Time and MSE comparisons for DSGPR, centralized exact GPR, and centralized
VFE-SGPR. DSGPR was run with two agents, their MSE is averaged and their times are
summed.
Here, I explain how DSGPR has low computational cost in choosing inducing points
compared to VFE-SGPR while maintaining competitive accuracy (MSE).
Section 2 describes how RC will adaptively determine the number of inducing points
and select their positions. RC has a small computational cost compared to common SGPR
inducing point optimizations. I show the optimization cost of radial clustering by comparing
it with the optimization cost of the variational free energy SGPR (VFE-SGPR) approach
developed in [35]. In this work, Titsias, et. al maximize the evidence lower bound (ELBO)
to calculate optimal inducing point locations. Note that the ELBO is the lower bound
for log-likelihood of the observed data given kernel hyper-parameters and inducing point
locations.
When the evidence lower bound (ELBO) approach is used for inducing point location
optimization, it becomes infeasible to re-optimize the inducing points. Figure 4.5 illustrates
the results of a test where three GPR approaches are compared: a centralized exact GPR
model (shown in dashed black), a centralized VFE-SGPR model (shown in dotted red), and
two agents running RC with DSGPR (shown in blue). The figure shows that as the number
of inducing points increase, the VFE-SGPR model requires large amounts of computation
time to optimize the inducing point locations. To make the comparison fair, the VFE-SGPR
model is re-optimized based on when each DSGPR agent re-clusters (this is an advantage that
the standard VFE-SGPR model does not have). The original VFE-SGPR ELBO approach
was implemented with early stopping gradient descent. Another advantage given to the
VFE-SGPR approach is knowing how many inducing points are needed to represent the data.
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Even with these advantages, the VFE-SGPR method is too slow to be a viable option for
real-time inducing point optimization (in comparison to RC).
Figure 4.5 also shows the mean-squared-error (MSE) comparison for these models;
note that all methods are competitive in terms of MSE (with centralized exact GPR being
consistently the most accurate) with our decentralized approach being the best option in
terms of time. Section 4.3.2 provides a more thorough testing/analysis of the DSGPR model
computation times. However, it is evident from this example that RC provides fast inducing
point optimization times with nearly identical resulting MSE values, as compared with exact
GPR and VFE-SGPR models.
4.3

Monte Carlo Runs

Figure 4.6: Breakdown of individual test runs given parameters of random seeds, number of
agents, and neighborhood density.
I use Monte Carlo (MC) test runs to show that DSGPR is a viable real-time option
for different numbers of agents. For each of 100 random seeds (pink box in Figure 4.6), runs
are made with 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 10, and 25 agents (green box in Figure 4.6). The random seeds
create a new distinct wind-field, random agent starting positions, and random way-points
for each agent. For each number of agents test, there are four neighborhood density tests
that were run (blue box shown in Figure 4.6). The neighborhood densities represent the
percentage of the boundary space that is covered by a single agent’s message range. Since this
can vary in a real-world scenario, I change the tests according to message passing densities of
1.0, 0.50, 0.25, and 0.10, where the density indicates the percentage of the boundary space
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Figure 4.7: Message passing distances for each agent at the varying message passing densities
that is covered by the agent’s spherical communication radius. This relationship is shown
in Figure 4.7, where the spheres show the communication region for an agent positioned at
(0, 0, 0) and the blue box is the boundary space. Note that an agent with a density of 1.0
will have communication connectivity with all other agents no matter where they are in the
boundary space (shown by the light pink sphere).

Parameter Name/Descr.
Boundary Space Side Length
Test Points
Kernel Length Scale
Kernel σf Term
High Kernel Significance Factor
Low Kernel Significance Factor
Re-Cluster Significance Factor
Wind Sensor Error
Kernel

Value
30
1000
0.085
1
0.8
0.15
0.6
0.4
Laplacian

Table 4.1: Name and values of the significant parameters used in simulation.
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Each of these tests is run in a fixed cubic boundary space so as the number of agents
increases, the reduction of MSE and uncertainty drops more quickly; a single agent can not
traverse the cubic boundary space as quickly as a large number of agents.
The simulations all had some basic parameters that are noted in Table 4.1 for
completeness and reproducibility. Notice how there are no units for these parameters,
this is because the framework is scale invariant. It will be effective given any units and scale.
The performance of DSGPR is more dependent on the sample rate than the units defining
the size of the space. The wind sensor error is will also be in the units of whatever the units
are of the magnitude of the wind measurements.
4.3.1

Mean-Squared Error (MSE) and Uncertainty

In this section, I show how the MSE error and the global trace (uncertainty) changes as a
factor of the number of agents and communication densities.
The average MSE over all MC runs for different groups of agents is shown in Figure 4.8.
As expected, the MSE consistently drops over time. Note that as the number of agents
increases the MSE will decrease more rapidly. Given long enough simulation time, there
will eventually be complete coverage of the bounding areas and the MSE for all numbers of
agents would eventually decrease to similar MSE results.

Figure 4.8: Average MSE across all MC runs and across each agent grouping. MSE at each
timestep is plotted.
On top of MSE comparison for agent groupings, I use the message passing density
illustrated in Figure 4.7 to explore how message passing affects the rate of MSE reduction.
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Figure 4.9: MSE box plot of each agent and their respective densities averaged across all MC
runs. The plotted MSE value is the very last average agent MSE score of the run.
Figure 4.9 shows the MSE for each agent and density at the end of the 1000 time step
simulations, averaged across all MC runs. The neighborhood densities are represented on
the x-axis and decrease as we move right across the x-axis. The yellow line in the middle of
each box is the median of the averaged MSE across all 100 runs. The bottom and top line of
the box is the first and third quartile respectively. The distance between the first and third
quartile is known as the inter-quartile range (IQR). Each whisker extends a distance of 1.5x
the IQR. The unfilled dots extending passed the whiskers are outliers of the data.
This plot (Figure 4.9) only shows the MSE at the final time step. From it, we see that
when agents are farther apart (or cannot pass messages according to neighborhood bounds
i.e., message passing densities) each agent can have less global information (given a snapshot
of the current model predictions). Note that accuracy degeneration is strongly evident in
the 0.10 density case (i.e., when agents have an extremely limited message passing range);
however, there is little MSE variation for the other densities. We can observe that when
agents are not fully connected (in the 0.5, 0.25, and 0.10 density cases) the agent models are
propagated throughout the network effectively enough that the drop in prediction accuracy
is insignificant. This trait is extremely advantageous for agents surveying larger boundary
spaces. Agents that can predict well even when they are not always within message passing
range of their neighbors enables extended exploration of large boundary spaces. Also, as
expected, the higher the number of agents (e.g., 5, 10, and 25 agents) in a fixed boundary
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Figure 4.10: MSE low, high, and mean plotted for a 10 agent group from a single MC run.
All message passing densities are considered in this plot. Low MSE variation is seen across
all 10 agents.
space, the better the resulting prediction accuracy becomes, regardless of the message passing
density.
After reviewing MSE variation given agent groupings and changing neighborhood
densities, it is important to look at the spread of MSE within a single agent grouping. This
is done to ensure that all agents perform adequately well and no discrepancy is being hidden
by averaging across agent groups for individual runs. The spread is measured by plotting the
low, high, and mean MSE for an agent group each time step in a randomly selected MC run.
Figure 4.10 shows that while the 10 agents begin with high variation in their MSE scores,
once message passing and exploration has occurred, the agent MSE variation is minuscule.
The plot in Figure 4.10 is calculated across densities as well, showing that all agents perform
within similar ranges for a given agent group even in varying message passing densities.
Along with analyzing prediction accuracy, determining whether or not there is confidence (low uncertainty) in those predictions is also important. Figure 4.11 depicts the trace of
the global covariance matrix (uncertainty) averaged across each agent group for all MC runs
(including the different density configurations). As expected, the trace decreases over time
as new areas of the boundary space are explored as well as when areas are re-measured by
the agents. The more agents exploring this fixed boundary space the quicker the uncertainty
decreases. This is caused by having more agents able to explore more of the boundary space
quicker than runs with less agents. This trace plot is similar to the average agent MSE plot
in Figure 4.8 because both MSE and uncertainty will decrease as more diverse measurements
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Figure 4.11: Global model covariance trace (uncertainty) results for all MC runs. The trace
is taken from the global decentralized model provided by each agent and then averaged across
all the agents participating in that run. Then it is averaged across all 100 random seed runs
(including each density).
occur in the boundary space. Note that the trace (uncertainty) would decrease much more
quickly and efficiently given an intelligent path planner that directs agents to high uncertainty
regions rather than this current approach of having each agent choose random waypoints.
For this work, it suffices that the overall global uncertainty is being reduced as agents explore
the boundary space over time.
4.3.2

Computational Time

In this subsection, I examine the total computational cost for the model. To understand
what components are the most costly, I show what the cost would be when not including the
global decentralized computation and the computational strain for RC, message passing, and
the global decentralized prediction portion of the framework. From this analysis, it is clear
that the highest cost is the decentralized prediction computation of the global mean and
covariance. Because the decentralized prediction is not necessarily needed each time step,
this result provides more evidence for real-world viability of the DSGPR framework.
Exact GPR models have a computational complexity of O(n3 ), VFE-SGPR models
have a computational complexity of O(nm2 ) where n is the number of data points and m is the
number of inducing points. The DSGPR model presented in this work has a computational
complexity of O(m3 ) where m denotes the total number of inducing points for all agents.
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Figure 4.12: Total average DSGPR time results from all MC runs averaged across each agent.
Each individual agent has some mi inducing points that are combined to create the global
model. To determine the viability of this system for real-time performance, it is imperative
to know how DSGPR performs in terms of computation time. For each MC run, the time to
compute each major portion of the framework was tracked, allowing an analysis on the run
time of the framework.
Figure 4.12 shows the average computation time for each agent averaged across all MC
runs (including all density configurations) computing decentralized global model at each time
step. Note that, as expected, the average times increase as the number of agents increases
and the biggest jump in average times occurs between 10 to 25 agents. From this figure, it is
evident that this model is not realistic for a large numbers of agents (25+) with sampling
intervals of 1 second. However, it is viable in its current form (with a 1 second sampling rate)
for real-time prediction with 1-10 agents.
Another consideration for why DSGPR can be utilized in real-time is because the
global model is not always needed (i.e., it is not always required for decision making). If this
is true, then it would only be computed as needed (e.g. when queried for by a user or needed
by an agent). Figure 4.13 shows the computational time in seconds for running DSGPR
without computing the decentralized global model. We can observe that the computational
cost becomes more quadratic than cubic comparatively. The time includes the local model
computation time, RC, event triggering, and message passing computations; the final global
Gaussian process equations for the global mean and covariance (Equation (3.10)) are the
only computations not included in this figure’s plot. Note that all the global information is
available and ready to be computed, but the global mean and covariance at the test points is
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not computed. Depending on the problem to be solved, there are situations/use cases where
the global mean and covariance would not need to be computed each time step. The rest of
this section shows the computational cost of RC and message passing.
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Figure 4.13: Total model times for all MC runs NOT including the global DSGPR model
computation time.

Figure 4.14: Average agent clustering times from all MC runs
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The cost of RC for each agent is illustrated in Figure 4.14; we see that clustering
only accounts for a small portion of the computation time. Average agent clustering scales
according to O(n2 ), as mentioned in Section 2, because radial clustering is only dependent
on each agent’s local measurements. Since each agent is traveling at the same speed in these
tests, they are gather close to the same number of measurements. Hence why all the RC
computational times are extremely similar for all agent groupings and all message passing
densities.
The message passing heuristics outlined in Sections 3.3.3 and 3.3.4 also have a
computational cost that must be analyzed. Figure 4.15 shows the average agent’s time to
send messages averaged across all MC runs. This plot averages the time to send messages
across all message passing densities.

Figure 4.15: Average agent message passing times from all MC runs. This time includes
all protocols mentioned in Section 3.3.2 and computation times of both heuristics from
Sections 3.3.3 and 3.3.4.
It is clear that the bulk of the total time does not lie in clustering or message passing
parts of the DSGPR framework. Most of computation resides inside the actual decentralized
sparse Gaussian process regression calculations outlined in Section 3.2. Figure 4.16 shows
how the DSGPR makes up almost all of the total computation time. This high computation
cost is expected due to DSGPR calculations being O(m3 ). As the number of agents increases,
so does the total number of inducing points (denoted as m). This high computation cost
shows that if this calculation is not required each time step, it furthers the case for DSGPR
being real-time viable. Future work could be done to run an optimization or radial clustering
on top of all agent’s inducing points to creating another layer of summarization thus reducing
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the computation time of the final global DSGPR calculation. I leave that as a future avenue
of research.

Figure 4.16: Average agent DSGPR computation times from all MC runs. This shows the
cost of computing the global decentralized model. This global model will not be computed
each time step in practice (unless the global model is required each time step for a different
process).

4.3.3

Message Passing Memory Considerations

I present the performance of the message passing protocols and heuristics when run with
varying number of agents and message passing densities. It is shown that the amount of
memory sent between agents is small enough to be viable for real-world use given existing
reasonable network data rates.
The message passing protocol presented in Section 3.3.2 can be analyzed through the
MC tests. Because of necessary bandwidth restrictions, it is imperative that the data rate or
total message size does not exceed reasonable message passing networks. Figure 4.17 shows
the data rate in terms of Kilobytes per second (KBps) for all agent groups for the MC runs.
The data rate is computed by summing up the total memory sent throughout all previous
time steps and dividing it by the total number of time steps. Thus giving the rate at which
data is transferred. As expected, the data rate increases as the number of agents increases.
Along with increasing number of agents, the data rate is also affected by the message
passing density as described in Figure 4.7. We observe in Figure 4.19 that the density of
0.25 has the highest data rate out of all densities. This is due to the final protocol for
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Figure 4.17: Average agent DSGPR message passing data rates (KBps) averaged across
densities for all MC runs. As expected, the amount of data to send increases with the number
of agents.
updating an agent’s model such that other agents will query for the new model found in
Section 3.3.2, the third bullet point. The low message passing density causes more new agent
connections to occur as agents traverse the boundary space. Once a new connection occurs,
the agent will send its most up to date model. Other agents already in communication
with this agent will then query for the new model thus causing more message to be passed
than in the 1.0 density case. This only occurs in the cases where message passing density is
below 1.0. This feature increases the total number of messages sent, but enables agents that
are spread out with low message passing density to have access to more up to date models
thus improving global accuracy and uncertainty at a faster rate than sending an older less
informative model. Another approach would be to not send an updated model with every
new connection (expunging the third bullet in Section 3.3.2), this would decrease the total
number of messages sent for message passing densities lower than 1.0 while decreasing global
model performance.
While the data rates shown in Figures 4.17 and 4.19 are within manageable network
ranges (assuming 100 Mbps), it is helpful to know the most messages a single agent can
possibly send in a single time step given the different densities. When the message passing
density is 1.0, the most messages that can possibly be passed by a single agent in a single
time step is A − 1 where A is the number of agents in the entire system. This is due to the
fact that no agent will ever need to send any model besides its own to another agent. When
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Figure 4.18: Plotted function showing the maximum number of messages that could be sent
by an individual agent in a single time step. For illustration purposes, A is chosen to be
10 in this figure. I is the variable input on the x-axis, and the y-axis is the max number of
messages that would be sent given a specified I.
an agent updates its own model, it will then send it to A − 1 agents for the 1.0 message
passing density case.
When the agents are not fully connected, then there is the potential to send more
than the fully connected max number of messages in a single time step. When not connected,
the max number of messages that can be sent is I(A − I) where I is the number of agents
that could potentially query A − I models from an agent that knows all A − I models. This
number will never be greater than (A/2)2 , this is seen in Figure 4.18.
This equation is shown true by a simple example. Assume A = 50, and I = 25 such
that I is the agents which are completely isolated from the other 25 agents. Assume that
agent W knows about 25 agents in the system (including itself). Assume that all I isolated
agents come into contact with agent W within the same time step (i.e., all are simultaneously
within message passing range). Now agent W must sent the 25 local models it knows about
to all I isolated agents. Since A = 50 and I = 25, then the max number of messages that
can possibly be sent by agent W is 25(50 − 25) which resolves to 625 messages for that time
step. We can see if I = 24 then the resulting number of messages is 624, and if I = 26 then
the result is also 624. Thus showing that the max number of messages that can be sent is
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indeed (A/2)2 . This example shows how the lower density groups will have greater data rate
costs than the fully connected 1.0 density.
We can observe in Figure 4.20 that the highest amount of memory sent by an agent
during a single time step was only 50 KB. This shows the real-world viability for this system
given the reasonable existing data rates of 100 Mbps. Even in the worst case scenario for 1000
time steps, most existing networks can handle this type of traffic. We can also note/observe
that both Figures 4.19 and 4.20 are scaling at rate similar to a linear rate. Thus showing
the scalability of this message passing system given varying message passing densities (i.e.,
varying agent connectivity and sparsity).
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Figure 4.19: The average data rate at each time step for each density group averaged across
the number of agents.

Figure 4.20: Message size per time step averaged across message passing densities. We can
observe memory size scales at a linear rate for the first 1000 time steps.
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Chapter 5
Conclusion
This paper presents a DSGPR framework with efficient message passing along with
event-triggered adaptive inducing points. The purpose of this framework is to allow multiple
agents to perform real-time perception of surrounding scalar or vector fields and make quick,
well-informed decisions based on that perception.
This work focuses on a specific use-case of multiple aerial agents predicting a three
dimensional wind-field with uncertainty bounds on that prediction. Prediction and uncertainty
are performed through the presented formulation of DSGPR in Section 3.2. The contributions
made in this thesis to accomplish this task more effectively are as follows:
1. A clustering algorithm providing an adaptive number of inducing points and their
locations for decentralized SGPR.
2. A guaranteed two and three dimensional upper bound for those adaptive inducing
points.
3. An effective event-triggering algorithm for updating inducing point values and locations.
4. A decentralized SGPR framework equipped with message passing heuristics that control
message size and message passing frequency.
The contributions can be summed up into a DSGPR framework. The framework
consists of each agent creating a local representation of the environment using a sparse
Gaussian process regression (SGPR) model. Each agent then passes these local models
according to the message passing protocols outlined in Section 3.3.2. These protocols
implement maximum consensus of model timestamps for all agents. Even when agents have
varying densities of connection, maximum consensus occurs as long as no agent or small
groups of agents are completely isolated. Message passing frequency and message size are
efficiently controlled using the presented heuristics in Sections 3.3.3 and 3.3.4.
Each agent has an adaptive number of local inducing points according to their own
path and trajectory. The method for how agents can adapt their inducing point location
and number is outlined in Section 2. An upper bound for the possible number of inducing
points is proven for two and three dimensional square/cubic boundary spaces in Sections 2.3
and 2.2. Re-clustering occurs through an event-triggering process described in Section 2.3.
These contributions show that DSGPR is an effective real-time option for MASs
modeling a vector field. The effectiveness of DSGPR is shown through the tests and analysis
performed in Section 4. The test results show that the DSGPR framework is real-time
effective for MASs of small to medium number of agents (1-10). One main advantage of this
DSGPR framework over other sparse and exact methods is the low cost to re-measure an area
to reduce the total amount of uncertainty (Section 4.2.2). It was also shown that DSGPR is
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competitive in terms of reducing MSE as compared to centralized exact GPR and centralized
sparse GPR models. The results also show that the RC algorithm for adaptive inducing
points has low cost in terms of computational time complexity as seen in Figure 4.14. The
message passing cost of this system is also shown to be minimal; therefore, showing that the
DSGPR framework is a viable option for integration into real-time systems.
5.1

Future Work

The work presented in this paper has multiple areas where future effort could be placed,
including online hyper-parameter tuning and GP regression, summarizing inducing points,
and enabling heterogeneous vehicles into the DSGPR framework.
The first and most pressing area would the area of online hyper-parameter tuning in
this decentralized framework. Tuning the hyper-parameters allows agents to get a better
real-time view of the current vector field being measured. Preset hyper-parameters will
never be as good as ones calculated from the current data. On top of doing global online
hyper-parameter tuning, another promising avenue is individual agents having their own
hyper-parameters which can be combined into a global model. One approach to accomplishing
this idea is explored in [17] and gains similar hyper-parameter results to a mixture of experts
type of approach. However, neither of them have an adaptive number of inducing points for
their local models. Being able to tune hyper-parameters locally and allowing for adaptive
inducing points is definitely a future area to pursue. The reason tuning could be different
given adaptive inducing points is the question of can there be an objective function such that
the adaptive inducing point locations can be tuned as well as the kernel hyper-parameters fast
enough for real-time? Progress in the area of online hyper-parameter tuning would increase
the viability of this system in real-world scenarios.
Another area to help increase real-world viability is the area of adjusting the framework
into a completely online system. Currently, the work done in [3] and [39] are the few approaches
where data is streamed online. This is accomplished by updating the model and then forgetting
old measurements, while keeping the inducing points that summarize them. This online
methodology is an enticing avenue due to the low amount of storage required since old data
is quickly forgotten. Adjusting the DSGPR model in this thesis into a fully online model
would gain these memory storage benefits while maintaining the adaptive inducing point
advantage expressed in this thesis that [3] and [39] do not have.
Another future avenue that would enable lower memory storage costs is another
summarization of all agent’s inducing points (m) as presented work in this thesis. Currently,
this work does not summarize the combined agent’s inducing points m. This limits DSGPR’s
scalability to hundreds and thousands of agents. Each agent can have a large number of
inducing points and if they each have to maintain a list of all agent’s inducing points the
total can grow large as the number of agents increase. One option would be to apply the RC
algorithm on the received inducing points (similar to how the current framework applies the
RC algorithm to the received measurements) to create another summary set of all agents’
inducing points. This would enable each agent to compute the global regression model without
incurring the large cost of a GP using a large set of inducing points. However, summarizing
inducing points would necessitate a loss in the global model’s fidelity. It would be critical to
find a bound on how this would influence the fidelity of the global model.
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Another avenue related to summarizing the combined total of all agent’s inducing
points is in the pursuit of coordinating heterogeneous vehicles. This thesis is concerned with
homogeneous vehicles that have the same sensors and similar mediums through which they
travel. However, the decentralized nature of the algorithm could be extended to addressing
the problem of how vector field modeling could occur with heterogeneous vehicles. One
potential option would be projecting each vehicle’s measurements or predictions onto a
high-dimensional manifold that holds a global semantic meaning. Each heterogeneous vehicle
could gain information from and add information to each other using this higher dimensional
manifold. This avenue of research could equip heterogeneous agents with the ability to
perform more diverse tasks as compared to a homogeneous group of agents.
Along with these future avenues, the need for cooperative multi-agent systems grows
each year. The work shown in this thesis makes several meaningful contributions and sets the
foundation for future work to enable multi-agent integration into commercial/professional
use.
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Appendix A
Two Dimensional Approximation of Maximum Clusters
I outline an equation for finding a less conservative approximation of the maximum
number of clusters that can fit in a square boundary space. This is different from the prior
approaches (Section 2.2.2 and 2.2.3)to an upper bound which provided a conservative upper
bound on this number. This equation is not proven to be the exact upper bound, but is
shown below to be extremely accurate.
Let ⌈ ⌉ and ⌊ ⌋ refer to the ceiling and flooring functions respectively. Given a cluster
radius r and square boundary space with side length of b, the maximum number of inducing
points that can be placed by the radial clustering algorithm is given by
UB = s2 + (s − 1)ν + ac ,

(A.1)

 
b
s=
r

(A.2)

where

is a bound on the number of points needed to cover one side of the square,

ac =

1
dc

1 + e−|⌊ r ⌋|


− 0.5


1
− 0.5 ,
1 + e−|dc −r|

(A.3)

is an additive term that addresses the corner edge case (explained below), with dc =
p
(r(s − 1) − b)2 + (r(s − 1) − b)2 , which is the distance from the most upper-right circle to
the upper-right boundary corner (assuming circle placement started in the lower-left boundary
corner), and

 
dn
(A.4)
ν =2 1−
b
is a value that covers the intersection edge case (explained below) with dn = r(s − 1) + c,
√
c = r 3/2.
To show that this equation provides a solution, I show that the upper bound on
inducing points given by Equation (A.1) provides clusters that completely cover the b2
boundary space. Since clusters are defined by a single radius, this is equivalent to finding the
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number of overlapping circles that can be placed that completely cover the bounding area,
assuming each circle center lies one radius away from the previous circle.
Without loss of generality, assume the boundary space starts at (0, 0) and is the center
point for the first circle. Equation (A.2) represents how many circles will fit on one boundary
edge until the last placed circle’s radius is greater than b. I square s in (A.1) to fill the square
boundary space. Once this has been calculated, there are two edge cases that need to be
accounted for to get the true upper bound. Those edge cases are covered in the last two
terms of Equation (A.1).
Using the ν term, I address the edge case where the radii of the last circle in the last
column/row is greater than b but the intersection point between adjacent circles is not greater
than b; therefore, the whole boundary space b would not be covered. The (s − 1)ν term
accounts for this case and adds another row and column of circles to the total upper bound
at those intersection points, i.e. the intersection points become the circle centers for the
last row/column of circles. I calculate the height/width distance dn between the intersection
point of the last row/column of circles and the boundary space by summing the distance
to the last circle centroid r(s − 1) with the height/width distance from this centroid to the
intersection point c. The distance c is simply the height of the equilateral triangle formed by
the intersection point and the two circle centers. If dn < b, then I must add 2(s − 1) circles,
where the 2 accounts for the addition of circles to both the last row and column. If dn > b,
then no extra circles need to be added due to a complete coverage being obtained. Once dn
is computed, flooring dn /b functions as an if statement. When dn ≥ b, the flooring results in
a value of 1 which yields 0 after the subtraction, ultimately turning off the term such that
the intersection circles are not included in the upper bound. However, when dn < b, ν gains
a value of 2 which will add the 2(s − 1) circles to ub .
Lastly, the ac term covers an edge case where the last placed circle’s radius does not
cover the final corner of the square boundary space. The distance from the last column and
last row’s circle center to the corner of the boundary space is dc . If the radii of the last circle
excludes the corner, then add one circle to the upper bound ub . The ac term functions as
an if statement to help determine whether or not the corner circle should be added in a
given case. If dc < r, then ⌊dc /r⌋ will output 0 which will take the left-hand term of ac to 0
ensuring that no corner circle is added. If dc = r, the right-hand term of ac will also compute
to 0 under the same logic aforementioned. Lastly, if dc > r, then I add one extra circle to ub .
Computing both left and right terms of ac outputs a one in this case ensuring that a circle is
added to ub . All of these edge cases are shown in Figure A.1.
The upper bound ultimately determines the maximum number of clusters for given a
radius r and square boundary space b2 . This directly equates to the max number of inducing
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Figure A.1: Example of Radial Clustering Upper Bound in Square Boundary Space. Each red
point represents a chosen inducing point, while each circle represents that inducing point’s
radius of influence.
points possible. Knowing this value provides limits on the computational load and the size
of messages communicated between agents. Note that a similar approach could be used to
provide a less conservative approximation in the 3D case as well. This is not explored in this
thesis.
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